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TO OUR PARTNERS
TENAC ITY I S A LI VE A N D W E LL I N E AG A N , and as the COVID-19
pandemic sadly marches on, the commitment to survival displayed by hospitality
professionals representing our Eagan hotels, restaurants, attractions and retail
outlets has been nothing short of amazing. In some cases, we’ve witnessed our
stakeholders creating entirely new business models in an effort to serve their guests
in a safe and effective manner while keeping their businesses afloat.
Our organization is certainly
no different as we’ve had to
reimagine how we go about
promoting Eagan on numerous
fronts. Fortunately we’ve
managed our resources wisely
and have been able to boldly
promote Eagan both on the
sales and marketing fronts
during the pandemic recovery
process as a safe destination
to visit. We’ve also been highly
engaged on the local level as
we’ve worked to encourage
even our local residents to
support our hospitality partners
through the purchase of hotel
and restaurant gift cards,
takeout meals and more.

BRIANNA MALECHA, SHAYNA KEANAAINA,
BRENT CORY, DENISE OLSEN

In addition to the pandemic, public safety concerns continue to impact tourism on
a reginal level throughout the Twin Cities as well. Numerous sporting events and
group tour opportunities have passed on our region citing rising crime rates. We’ve
been engaged with our tourism colleagues on this front and have also reached out to
organizations within the business community who are closely monitoring how this
issue is being addressed.
Moving forward, the good news is that there is an unprecedented level of pent-up
demand for travel, and as business travelers slowly begin to get back out on the road
and into the air, 2022 looks to be a rather solid year for steady growth and recovery.
The only wildcard we foresee centers around rising consumer costs, and in our
case, we’re closely watching hotel rates along with food and gas prices. Fortunately
our unrivaled Pick Your Package promotion is the perfect answer for travelers seeking
an affordable experience. We can also adapt in real-time and curtail our promotional
packages to effectively address pain points if need be.
We see lots of reasons for optimism in 2022, and we look forward to working with
all our great partners on promoting Eagan to the masses!
Brent Cory, President/CEO

TOURISM
JOBS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT FOR EAGAN!

EAGAN ECONOMIC STATISTICS

In 2021, over

Their total wages
added up to over

5,000 employees
proudly represented Eagan’s entertainment,
recreation, hotels and food service industries.

Eagan’s 20 hotels
currently employ over

$80 million. 750 people.
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RETURN ON
INVESTMENT

$62 million

Nearly
in Dakota County sales tax revenue
come from tourists annually.

Every $1 invested in state tourism
marketing returns an estimated:

$101 in spending by travelers
$10 in state and local taxes

18% of Minnesota’s state
sales tax money comes from
the Hospitality Industry.

EAGAN HOTEL PERFORMANCE
Through October of 2021, Eagan’s 20 hotels collectively reached an average hotel occupancy rate of 51.5%.
In comparison, Minneapolis hotels averaged a rate of 30.7% while St. Paul hotels came in at 42.6%
for the same period. Average daily rates for Eagan’s 2,210 hotel rooms through October $88.63
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MARKETING & SALES HIGHLIGHTS
DIGITAL DOMINANCE
Enjoy Eagan’s official website – www.eaganmn.com – provides
pertinent information for all the market segments we promote
while also inspiring countless travelers to ultimately visit our
dynamic destination. The site’s responsive design lets visitors
access endless information via their desktop computers,
tablets or mobile devices seamlessly. To date, a total of 113,556
unique visitors have experienced our website from all 50 states
as well as over 100 different countries.
Beginning in 2022, our
website will undergo an
extensive redesign aimed at
providing visitors with all the
latest information on Eagan
in a format that takes the
user experience to a new
and exciting level! Our Enjoy
Eagan app also continues to
provide an advanced, crossdevice experience for visitors
researching and planning their
visit to Eagan all in a highly
intuitive and engaging way.
Finally, our digital advertising campaigns, streaming videos,
radio commercials, eBlasts and numerous posts on social
media generated well over 3 million impressions leading
to overnight hotel bookings and increased revenue for our
restaurant, retail and attractions partners.
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VISITORS
GUIDE
Our 2020 Enjoy Eagan
Visitors Guide was
repurposed for 2021 and
distributed to nearly 50,000
travelers throughout
the Upper Midwest
and Canada. The guide
showcases Eagan’s 20
hotels, 100+ restaurants
and world-class regional
attractions, including Viking
Lakes, Twin Cities Premium
Outlets, Cascade Bay, Mall
of America, the Minnesota
Zoo and more! Our 2022
visitors guide will feature
an enhanced map of Eagan
along with a special section
dedicated to money-saving
coupons.

THE POWER OF PARTNERSHIPS
We always place a great deal of value in the
partnerships we’re fortunate enough to have,
and in the challenging times we still find
ourselves in, our collaboration with key partners
such as Mall of America, Nickelodeon Universe,
Explore Minnesota and the Minnesota Vikings
has never been more valued attractions.
During this past year, our organization’s
perennial powerhouse promotion Pick Your
Package benefitted greatly from the Nickelodeon
Universe passes we receive in exchange for our
promotional efforts. Other attraction at Mall of
America such as Crayola Experience, Sea Life
and Moose Mountain Mini Golf also ultimately
led to more overnight business for our Eagan
hotels by way of the stay and play packages.
The Minnesota Vikings safely hosting training
camp in Eagan during July and August also
helped bolster business for our hotels,
restaurants and attractions. We were at training
camp in our Enjoy Eagan booth all 14 days of
camp as well making sure Vikings fans from
across the Upper Midwest were spending their
hard-earned dollars in Eagan.

Explore Minnesota has also played a pivotal
role in helping our organization along with
other destination marketing organizations
through the state recover from the pandemic.
We received additional marketing dollars
from their grant programs which has gone a
long way in helping enhance the numerous
marketing and promotional campaigns we’ve
spearheaded for Eagan.
Lastly, we’ve done our best to assist our great
community partners who’ve been reeling
from the economic fallout stemming from
the pandemic. Our community’s restaurants
were hit particularly hard during the mandatory
shutdowns, and in an effort to encourage both
local residents and travelers to support various
dining destinations, we created and launched
three separate restaurant promotions in 2021
(the Fantastic Food Faceoff, Eagan Restaurant
Week and Funfest’s “Fun Feast”).

GROUPS, SPORTS TOURNAMENTS
SLOWLY RETURNING
Despite the lingering impact of the pandemic, group and sports tournament
business is beginning to return. Back in May, we attended the National Tour
Associations (NTA) annual conference which represented the largest single
gathering of group tour operators since February of 2020. Motor coach activity
nationwide is still very limited, and Eagan is no exception. Many of the
concerts and shopping trips to Twin Cities Premium Outlets and Mall of
America have been cancelled, but we are beginning to assist with limited
activity for groups coming into town which is encouraging.
This past summer, Viking Lakes and TCO Stadium hosted limited versions of both
the Granite Games and Premiere Lacrosse League playoffs. Pandemic-willing,
both athlete and fan participation in 2022 should be increasing which will inevitably
benefit Eagan’s entire hospitality community.

